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Address Al-Raddadi Trading Est
Tabuk Road Al-Madinah  

Country Saudi Arabia

PRODUCTS OR MACHINERY
AlRaddadi Group is an established, kingdom-wide lead- er in the provision of competitive products for broad manufacturing and construction
processes. We have been active in a wide range of industries since 1977.One specific area where we have established long-termsuccess in is Silica
Sand Powder Manufacturing.

Since 2011, Alraddadi trading est for silica for Silica Sand Powder is known as the biggest silica sand fac- tory in Tabuk, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia. Our
ongoing success has encouraged us to diversify within the min-ing field meeting the needs of the ever growing indus- try for raw and washed sand
products using our new wash plant located at Tayma, Kingdom of Saudi Arabia.

Fed by one square Kilometer output mine, our facilitiesoffer continuous feed and on-time shipments to cus- tomers’ locations. We hold ourselves, and
our clients, to the highest of standards, delivering only the best products thus one of the outstanding innovations is the 5.4 rounds-per-minute rotary
dryer allowing this facility to produce a capacity of 22,000 kilograms per hour on wet basis.

More importantly, however, the color uniqueness of our Tayma sands. The whiteness, roundness and sub-an- gularity of our sands provide superior
brightness and consistency for color-sensitive applications.
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